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1. INTRODUCTION 

During researching to find out a way to travel time individually without any affiliation to any institute 

and no source of funding I found something which I like to point out as a “Major Point” that will be a  

highlighted point and that is going  to be a “Possible  change” in near future.  

Ever since the people of the earth started counting everything, they are using scale for their daily 

necessities. From ancient period people are using a scale for measuring the length that is meter/ 

kilometer/mile/inch etc. For measuring liquid they are using the scale of liter/ gallon etc. For 

measuring time they are using year/month/day/hour/minute/second. But this is where people are 

making mistake while counting TIME. Actually they are not counting the time by 

year/month/day/hour/minute/second. They are actually counting the rotation of the earth on its own 

axis and the movement around the sun.      

2. ASSUMPTION 

Year/month/week/day/hour/minute/second etc. are not the unit of measuring the TIME. 

Year/month/week/day/hour/minute/second etc. are the unit of measuring the rotation of the earth.   

3. LOGIC OF ASSUMPTION 

Even the great most scientist as  Albert Einstein had mistook to recognize and define time. During 

define the theory “TIME DILATION” he mentioned TIME as the clock time . But clock time is not 

the counting scale of TIME – 4
th
 dimension. It’s the counting scale of rotation of the earth around the 

sun [1] 

Actually, from faster speed thing as light, the slower speed thing as rotation of the earth would seem 

that it is stopped. But in fact it would not stop but our imagination will give a feeling to us that 

rotation has stopped compared to the speed of light. Thus, it will make us feel like the clock is stopped 

at the speed of LIGHT.  

As per Stephen Hawkins Black Hole theory its is seen that he also considered the clock time as the 

unit of counting the time. And mentioned that the Time fluctuates in Black Hole. But In fact time 

doesn’t fluctuate in or near Black Hole.  [2] 

Actually, the huge thing as Black Hole will influence the rotation speed of the earth fluctuate due to 

its own force of attraction. Thus, it will hamper the clock not the TIME-4
th
 dimension. 

4. THE POSSIBLE CONSTANT OF TIME 

Time is the 4
th
 dimension. The “Present” becomes “Past” with no space. The same moment the 

“Present” becomes past. So, present has no extra value. We may take it granted that present exists and 

occur on “0” hour. Thus, we can say that Present = 0 or Pr=0. And if we put the time chart or diagram 
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on a graph paper, we may notice that Future side will remain always in the positive side. And Past 

will remain in negative side Thus, we can say that Future= + (positive) and Past= - (Negative). Now if 

we add Past with Future we may get the present. Such as  

Past + Future = Present ,or 

+ (positive) add – (negative) = 0  [where past = - , future = + and present = 0]  

And if we check anywhere in this 3
rd

 dimensional space, we may find that every where the present 

will occur in 0 hour and will become past in 0 hour too. Thus we can say that Pr= 0 is a universal 

constant for time.    [3] 

Thus, I can say that speed of light won’t be helpful to travel time rather a gate way may help to travel 

time in the past or in the future. [4] 

Lastly, my find is that actually which scientists are calling TIME, is not time at all. It’s the rotation of 

the earth around the sun and its own axis which everybody is calling time the 4th dimension. In the 

Earth it takes 24 hours to end a whole day. But in the Saturn it will take only 9 hours 53 minutes. 

Does it mean that Time of Saturn is different from the time of the earth? Not at all the spinning rate of 

Saturn is more than the earth. Thus we can say that the quantum rotation of the earth or anything is 

not TIME at all. [5]    

5. MAJOR FINDING WITH DECISION 

So, my finding is “The unit of counting/calculating TIME is not Years/Month/day/Hour/Minute/ 

Second. The measurement of earth rotation is Years/Month/day/Hour/ Minute/Second.” its 2019 year 

means the earth moved around the sun for 2019 times after the death of Jesus. Its morning 10:00 AM 

means the earth moved on its own axis from behind to in front of sun and its position is in a particular 

angle. If we count the clock as the unit of TIME, it’s possible that we may be directed in a wrong 

way. Although Albert Einstein could able to introduce his great discovery of e=mc2 prior of doing 

this mistake yet nobody can guarantee how much accurate or lucky he was to escape due to relativity 

based education but everybody may not be fortunate enough to achieve a perfect 100 percent accurate 

result assuming rotation of the earth as the measuring scale of TIME- the 4
th
 dimension. 

Thus, it’s time to change the previous thought “Years/Month/day/Hour/Minute/Second “ are the 

measuring scale of counting TIME and change it in to a revised form “Years/Month/day/Hour/ 

Minute/Second “ are the measuring scale of counting rotation of the earth.    
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